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Eva Gårding and Per Lindblad

The purpose of this recently started project is to apply a
method of intonation analysis to two neighboring dialects of
two different fanguages which permits a systenatic comparison.
Our material consists of símifar sentencesr pronounced as
statements and echo questions l4¡ith focus in dj-fferent places.

For this presentation we have sefected the statements J{anne
lever bedre ná tManne lives better no$t' (Norwegian) and Manne
Lever bättre nu (Swedish). Figure 1 presents fundamental-
frequency tracings for typical utterances. ü]e sha11 first
comment on the Oslô speaker. The accented words are located in
more or l-ess V-shaped pitch patterns.In focus the tvto accents
can be schematized as follows:

À1

LL
For the analysis we shall make use of the V-shape. Accent 1
(Ä,1) and Accent 2 (A2l are pl-aced in their respective Vrs
accordíng to different rules which give the words their
characterístic tonal patterns. The low point of Al- is in the
middfe of the accented syllable. For A2 the corresponding low
comes .1ater, more precisely at the begrinning of the
postaccented syl-l-abl-e. A difference ín the timing of the accent
contour for the two accents is well documented in the
literature for all Swedish and Norwegian dial-ects. Here we note
in particul-ar that the timing difference is present even at
the fírst high point, which for A1 ís the final high of an
earl-ier accent and for A2 is ín the middle of the accented
vowel. The last High on the other hand, is sinilarly timed for
both accents. Here A2 has caught up with A1 (Gårding and
Lindblad 19731 .

we shall calt this V the focus domain and give it the
representation HLH. Outside of focus we al-so fínd V-forms in
connection with the accented syll-abl-es, which we calf accent
domains. Very often the focus domain contains not only the
focussed word but also a group of foJ-Iowingr unaccented or
deaccented syll-abl-es. The term deaccented means that the word
has lost its lexical accent in the phrase. The internal weight
of the syllables is maintained by duration.

we have severa.I examples of deaccented words subordinated to
a V. In spite of their deformation by larger- scale falls and
rises, their ínherent pitch shapes are stifl- recognizable. This
has interesting psycho-acoustic ímplications suggesting a
constant represenlation at a higher l-eve1. However, in
synthesis these portions of the curve can be generated by
straíght interpolation.
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Fig. 1. Fundamental frequency tracings for typical 0slo and Göteborg
utterances in semitone scale. Arrows show pivotal poìnts. See text.
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Let us now turn to sentence intonation. The focus domain,
which has a larger range than the rest of the contour, is set
off by two pivotal points (the arrows of Fig. 1).These pivotal-
points divide the intonation into smalfer parts of which the
Ìast part expresses modalíty, here statement. To il-lustrate
this, we can enclose the postfocal accents ín a grid. The width
is about one third of the total .range. It is obvious that the
declínation of the grid is determined by the length of the
phrase. In the focus domain the intonation is rising,
acoustically manífested by a rising topline. Before the first
pivotal point the intonation is falling or level. The size of
the obtrusions from the topline refl-ects the degree of
accentuation which is largest in focus.
In the Göteborg dialect the accents are al-so V-formed but the
contours of the accents and positions in the V are different
(see beford and Fig. L).
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It is A1 which accounts for the most important difference,
visual- as i"¡el1 as auditive, from Norwegian. As for Norwegian,
the tast focus high is a pívotal point for the intonation. The
final faJ-l expresses statement and the rate of declination is
determined by the length of the phrase. When Mânne is in focus,
our speakers have used two different strategies. Speaker LL
puts Manne into a V of its oi"¡n and deaccentuates Lerzer on a
high plateau. Tr"¡o other ínformants, include fever in the right
branch of the v.

The comparison between the dialects is summarized by the
figrure below. Dots denote tlre Oslo curve.
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The figure shows the sentences in which Lever has been in
focus. The trn¡o utterances which b¡ere similar in overal-l-
duration have been brought to a common length by a linear
change of the tíme scale, The superposition of the pitch
contours demonstrates that the most conspicuous difference
bet!^¡een the dialects can be tied to the manifestation of AL.
HLH marks the focus domain. The accented syl-l-able in Göteborg
is in the l-eft branch of the V (HL) whereas in OsIo it is at
the bottom of the V-shape (LH). .Another consistent feature is
that the focus domain has a rising intonation manifested by a
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rising topline in osfo. Tn our Göteborq material- the situation
is l-ess c1ear.

What is this v, that has been given such an important place
in our description? We regard it as the phonetíc domain of
focus which maÈes it possíble to give precise boundaries to the
focal contour and predict this part of of the intonation curve
from informatíon about focus and accented syllables. For the
phonological domain of focus it would be reasonable to fet it
start e¡ith the focussed word'

In phonetics it is customary to differentiate phonetic and
phonoiogical entitíes. For segmental units and even prosodic
ãnes like accents or tones this is regarded as a natter of
course. ln agreement with this we would like to make a plea for
the importarice of differentiating phonetíc and phonological
domains of prosodic units larger than a syllable. The
distinction made here between the Phonetic and phonological
domain of focus is a case in Point.

Let us end this conparison with some cl-arifications
concerning our earlier $¡ork and also compare with the analyses
of other -researchers. In the analyses that were presented in
the project Swedísh prosody (Bruce and Gårding L9'18) ' sentence
accent was used as a term and concept instead of focus. No
representation for focus domain or phrase was needed since
phiase and sentence coalesced in the material designed to
änalyse íntonation in different prosodic categories of Swedish'
The postfocal high of the Göteborg dialect comparable to the
l-ast high of the focus-V in the present material was then
interpreted as a sentence accent, SA, although the authors hrere
well aware that the accent did not have the characteristic
acoustic qualities of a sentence accent. In the present
terminology it would be call-ed a high pivotal point.

rhorstein Fretheim (1988) calls everythíng that happens from
the accented syl-lable to the foJ-Iowing accent a foot or an
accent group (tonel-agsgrupp) . A sirnifar notion is stress-group
used Uy uina Thorsen (19?8) and Gösta Bruce (1987). The
rhythmic counterpart is denoted speech tact by Eva Strangert'
Frãtheim calls the larger group that afso incfudes proclitic
words an intonation phrase which seems to be a phonological
unit.

with the focus domaín as a parameter it is possible, in this
material at feast, to show thát the toplíne of the focus domain
has a different incfination in questíons than in statements'
Thís is corroborated by material- presented by Bredvad Jensen
(1984) and Gårding (19?9) .

Deaccentuation ñas been found to be much more frequent in the
Stockhotm than in the Skåne dialect. Some dialect specific
tendencies have been presented (Gårding l-964) and compared to
tendencies in Danish (Gårding et aI 1"974). One result of the
comparison of the diafects of Göteborg . and Oslo is that
deaõcentuation of lexical accents is simifar i.e. speaker
dependent and situation dependent rather than dialect
dependent.

i'le are al-so led to surmise Èhat what ín analyses of different
prosodic systems appears under many different names, accent-group, stress grouþ, spreading tones, floating tones and
Árückenakzente' may Ëe thè same phenomenon, i.e. phonologicall-y
deaccentuation or in a tone language neutrafisation of tone,
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hrhich phonetically corresponds to an interpolation betb¡een the
targets that the speaker chooses to accentuate.
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THANKS to Ann-Christine Bredvad-Jensen for lending us her cslo material !
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